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What is Federated Searching?

- Also known as metasearch, parallel searching, broadcast searching.
- Allows the user to search across multiple resources: subscription databases, library catalogs, websites.
Have you already seen it?

- Multiple database searching from the same vendor
- Google Scholar
The Argument Against

- Advanced search features are lost
- Database specific search features are lost
- Not every product offers relevancy ranking
- It takes away from traditional information literacy teachings and favors a “Google” style approach to research
The Argument For

- Allows the user “one stop searching”
- Takes the pressure off of user’s in determining which database to search
- Reduces the amount of time involved in the initial searching of information
- May increase usage of less frequently used databases
The Argument For

- Increase awareness of available databases
- “Beginners” don’t have to learn to use multiple database interfaces
- Can development pre-defined subject categories
- Allows access to multiple resource types
Features to look for

- Ability to search beyond keyword, author, title
- Ability to save, print, or e-mail the search itself and the search results
- Ability to create pre-defined subject groupings for searching
- Ability for the user to select which databases to search
Features to look for

- Ability to display results by source (i.e. databases, library catalog, website)
- Ability to sort results (date, author, resource)
- Easy to configure/customize
- Ability to de-dupe
In the end....

- It’s a tool that could provide a starting point for users
- Make sure that you determine the features best suited for your organization, then evaluate the products that meet your need
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That’s all....

Questions?